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The Peninsular Ranges batholith (PRB) is a segment of the
North American Cordillera that provides a long record of
subduction-related magmatism (177-92 Ma). However, such
record is fragmented and displays broad petrologic variations,
difficult to integrate into a coherent geologic evolution history.
Here, we present a petrogenetic study of Cretaceous plutons and
Jurassic host rocks of the southern PRB in a profile
perpendicular to the paleotrench (SW-NE). We propose a
continuous magmatic activity from Middle Jurassic to Late
Cretaceous and a continental growth model for NW Mexico
during that period. The western zone, on the paleotrench side,
consists of a Middle Jurassic-Early Cretaceous (166-140 Ma)
island arc rocks with sedimentary rocks of intra-arc and oceanic
marginal basins. The Jurassic sequence was intruded by basic to
intermediate plutonic rocks (105-100 Ma) showing εSrt (average
-3.6, n = 6), εNdt (average +3.3, n = 6), and εHft values (average
+6.0, n = 3) that suggest an origin from mantle-derived melts
with a low degree of contamination. The nearly flat rare earth
elements (REE) patterns in these rocks suggest that fractionation
occurred under the stability field of plagioclase. More than 200
km from the paleotrench, the eastern zone is dominated by
granitic and granodioritic rocks (100-92 Ma). The εSrt (average
-4.7, n = 9), εNdt (average +0.8, n = 9), and εHft (average +2.6, n
= 3) values in the acidic rocks suggest a mantle-derived melt
genesis with increased contamination. Most of these rocks
display a depleted-HREE pattern suggesting differentiation at
deep crustal reservoirs under the influence of garnet. The
Jurassic-Cretaceous (166-92 Ma) magmatism of the southern
PRB displays an εSrt vs. εNdt correlation trend indicating
progressive contamination of mantle-derived magmas with a
recycled crust. Sr-Nd and Nd-Hf isotopic mixing curves suggest
the assimilation of the metasedimentary Triassic basement of
NW Mexico instead of the Precambrian basement. We consider
the geochemical, isotopic, and temporal variation of the PRB
indicative of natural heterogeneities along the axis of a long-
lived arc system.




